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INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, consider the equation 
4, = f WW,,); w, xl = &J(x), (1) 
where S is a nuclear positive operator on H, 4 is a mapping 4: 
10, co[ x H -+ R and Tr means the trace. The operator Tr(Sb,,) is the 
natural generalization of the Laplacian to an infinite dimensional space. 
Equation (1) has been studied by probabilistic methods (see [8,9]). 
In this paper we shall present a new method for studying Eq. (1) which 
does not use probability. Our result can be generalized to cover more 
general equations as: 
h=~Tr(~4,)+ <Bx+F(x),+,); do, x) = do(x)2 (2) 
where B generates a C,-semi-group in H, and F is a smooth mapping from 
H to H. 
There are two main reasons to study Eq. (2). First, Eq. (2) is the forward 
Kolmogorov equation relative to the stochastic differential equation 
d5 = (B5 + F(i)) dt + dW,, (3) 
where W, is a H-valued Brownian motion such that the covariance of W, 
is S. 
Second, if an existence and uniqueness result is available for Eq. (2) then 
we can try to extend the classical methods of quasilinear equations to study 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
m xl = 40(x), 
(4) 
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where K, g are mappings from H to R. In fact, under suitable assumptions, 
we can show that the operator 
generates a semi-group et2 in C,(H) (the space of all uniformly continuous 
and bounded mappings from H to R). Then Eq. (4) can be written as an 
integral equation: 
((l,-)=efY&+~~e “-“‘“K(S#,(s, .)) ds (5) 
which can be solved by successive approximations (see [3]). In Section 1 
we shall give some notations, in Section 2 we shall study Eq. (1 ), Sections 3 
and 4 shall be devoted to Eq. (2). Finally, in Section 5 we shall give an 
application to a Hamilton-Jacobi equation arising in the theory of 
stochastic control. 
1. NOTATIONS 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space (norm 1 1, inner product( , )) 
and { ek} a complete orthonormal set on H. If x, y E H we denote by x 0 y 
the linear operator in H (~0 y) z = x( y, z). Let C,(H) be the set of all 
uniformly continuous and bounded mappings from H to R. C,(H), 
endowed with the norm: 
is a Banach space. We shall represent by C:(H), k E N, the set of all the 
mappings 4: H -+ R which are k times FrCchet differentiable and uniformly 
continuous and bounded with all derivatives of order less or equal to k. 
C:(H), endowed with the norm 
is a Banach space. For any k E N, D, is the linear operator in C,(H) 
defined by 
Pd)(x) = hliy+ i (4(. + hek) - b(*)). 
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It is well known that Ak = 40: is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic 
semi-group of contractions erAk in C,(H), where 
We shall consider the real interpolation space between D(A,) and C,(H) 
(see [ 111). For any a E 10, f[ we have 
D,,(a, a ) = 4 E CdH); sup Mx)+x+hek)l xEH 
lhlZa 7 
hER 
Zf 11411 D”k(“,m) < +a1 (1.3) 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of (1.2). 
LEMMA 1.1. There exists a constant c > 0 (independent of k) such that 
IIDkerAkQII 0G c~-“2114110; 4 E C,(H), (1.4) 
Il~~~‘Ak~ll~~~~a~“211911D,k~~,,,; ‘j E D,,(‘T 00 h a E 10, ;[, (1.5) 
II~~~k~fAk$IIO~~fa~3’211~II~~k~~,m~~ 4 E D,,(a, 00 1,a E IO, f[. (1.6) 
2. THE GENERALIZED LAPLACIAN IN C,(H) 
Let S be a positive nuclear operator in H which is diagonal with respect 
to the basis {ek} and let {A,} be the corresponding eigenvalues of S: 
Se, = IZkek, kEN, 1,>0. (2.1) 
The generalized Laplacian in C,(H) is the linear operator dO: 
44 = f WSd,) = f AkAkd; d E D(.R&) = C;(H). (2.2) 
k=l 
Let T,(t), n E N, be the strongly continuous semi-group in C,(H) defined 
by 
T,,(t) 4 = fi eAIAi’qb, t20 (2.3) 
i=l 
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We have 
IITn(tN,~ 1. (2.4) 
THEOREM 2.1. For any q5 E C,(H) there exists the limit 
T(t)q5= lim r,(t)4 (2.5) 
n-a2 
uniformly in t in any interval [0, S], 6 > 0. T is a strongly continuous semi- 
group of contractions in C,(H). Moreover, the infinitesimal generator XI of 
T is the closure of dO. 
Finally, we have T(t) 1 = 1 and if a 6 $(x) < b then a 6 (T(t) 4)(x) < b. 
Proof Let Y be the subspace of C,(H) 
y= 4E ii wk); f ~kllAk4llO< +m (2.6) 
k=l k=l 
If 4ECi(H) we have C~==l~kllAk~llOblTr(S)II~II,, so that YcCi(H). 
Since C:(H) is dense in C,(H) (see [lo]) we can conclude that Y is dense 
in C,(H). Thus it is sufftcient o prove (2.5) for any 4 E Y. Let 4 E Y, then 
we have 
Ttr+,(t)4-Tn(t)4=Az+, T,(t) .$: ei.n+lAn+~s,4.+ 1q5ds 
from which 
so that C,“=, IK+&M- WMIlo < +co and the first part of the 
theorem follows. 
Let us prove now that JZ! =) do; in fact, for any q5 E C:(H) we have 
i=l 
which implies Tn(t) q5 + T(t) z&# in C,(H). Thus T(. ) 4 is differentiable 
and T'(t) I$ = T(t) A&$ Vt 3 0 and &q5 = AZ&& It remains to prove that & is 
te closure of do. Since d is maximal dissipative (because I\ T(t) 11 0 < 1) it is 
sufficient to prove that (1 - dO) D(zz&) is dense in C,(H). We shall prove 
now that (1 - dO) D(dO) I> C:(H); in fact, if 4 E Cg( H), it is easy to check 
that the function Jl, 
II/ = Jaw e -‘T(t) 4 dt 
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belongs to O(JX$) and z&+ =f$ e-‘Z(t) -tr*@+ dt = (I- zz’-‘&,#, This 
proves that d is the closure of J&. The last a&nation is evident. [ 
We can now apply Theorem 2.1 to the initial value problem 
#At, xl = f Tr S4,(t, x)-t- g(t, x) 
4(Q xl =40(x), 
(2.7) 
where QI,E C,(H) and g6 C( [O, T] ; C,(H)) (the set of all continuous 
functions [0, T] + C,(H)). 
We shall call 4 a strict solution of (2.7) if 
45 E C’(CO, Tl; C,(W) n CW, Tl; C;(H)) 
and (2.7) hold. Instead 4 is called a strong solution of (2.7) if there exists a 
sequence (rjnf c C’([O, 7’j ; C,(H)) n C( CO, TJ; C,2(H)) such that 
4, -+ 4, (A,), - 1 ‘WS(~n).~x) -+ g in C( CO, T1 ; C,(W). 
The following result is proved by standard arguments 
THEOREM 2.2. For any dO~ C,(H) ge C( [O, T]; C,(H)), problem (2.7) 
has a unique strong solution given by 
4( t, * ) = ddq$, + J6’ e(‘-S)dg(s, . ) ds. (2.8) 
I& moreover, & E C;(H) and g E C( [0, T] ; C:(H)), the sorption is strict. 
Remark 2.3. There is a probabilistic representation formula for T(t), 
namely, 
(T(f) d)(x) = E#(x + w,); # 6 Cb(W, (2.9) 
where E represents expectation in a probability space (Sz, E, P) and IV, is a 
H-valued Brownian motion in (a, E, P) such that Cov(w, ) = S. 
For the study of quasi-linear parabolic equations, it is important to state 
regularity properties of T(t) # for any # E C,(W). We shall prove now that 
T(t) 4 is differentiable in any direction ej for t > 0. To this purpose let us 
introduce some more notations. Set 
(2.10) 
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This limit exists by the same arguments we used in proving Theorem 2.1. 
Clearly, we have also 
T(t) = S,(t) einrAn. (2.11) 
Analogously, we shall set 
Sn,j( t) = Frnm fi e’~rA~; Tz,jE N 
,=I 
i#n,i 
(2.12) 
and we have 
T(t) = S,, j( t) e”nfAneaJtAJ. (2.13) 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For any q5 E C,(H) and t > 0 the deriuatioe Di T(t) (b 
exists. There exists a constant cl >O (independent of i and j) such that: 
(2.14) 
IlDipjT(t) $110 dcl 
a 
IMll0; i, jE N 4~ CdW (2.15) 
Proof We have 
Dj T(t) q5 = Si( t) Die’l’A1 
so that (2.14) follows by (1.4). Similarly 
DiDj T(t) q5 = S, j( t) Dj eiirA1 Djeh.‘lAl 
which implies (2.15). 1 
Remark 2.5. Proposition 2.4 does not imply that T(t) q5 is Gateaux dif- 
ferentiable, but only that T(t) 4 is differentiable in the direction Sv for any 
y E H. More precisely, fix 4 E C,(H) and set 
<~.~~,(x))=!im~~(~(x+hSy)-~(x)); YEH; (2.16) 
then by (2.14) it follows: 
IIS(T(t) 4),IIi< f A: lIDiT 4llGG Cf J’WW~ll~ 
k=l 
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so that S( T(r) 4)X E C,(H) and 
IIs 4Mo4c’- 11~110~ 
fi 
4 E C,(H), t > 0. (2.17) 
If y is any element of X, the derivative of T(1) 4 in the y direction does 
not exist, in general. 
Remark 2.6. By (2.15) it follows that for any IP E C,(H), t z=- 0, there 
exists the second partial derivative in the directions ei, ej; i, Jo N of T(t) 4. 
However, we cannot conclude that there exists Tr(S(T(t) d),,) (and con- 
sequently that there exists (d/dt) T(t) @), because by (2.15) we only find 
IlWS(T(t) ~Lx)llo G $ f Ml0 = +a~. 
k=l 
We remark that, in fact, r(t) is not an analytic semi-group as shown by the 
following argument. Set 
where P, = C;= 1 e,.o ei. We have 
$,(c . ) = P,(f, * ) * d(P,. 1 
(* means convolution), where 
p,(t, x) = (2K)-42(~, . . . An))p1/2t--n12 e-.@.l~. . . e&Pb~ XEW. 
For n=2m, mEN(, t>O, we find 
Thus, by the Young inequality, we see that a constant M> 0 does not exist 
such that 
for any 4 E C,(H). 
We now observe that we are not able to give a simple characterization of 
D(d); this situation arises also if dim H is finite; in fact if H = R” and 1, = 
J2= f.. = A,, = 1 we have -c$+ = A4 (A is the Laplacian) and the domain of 
the closure of d is not C#P’). It is well known that a nice characterization 
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of D(d) is available in the space C;( 88”) (instead of C,(P)); in this case we 
have D(d) = Ci+a(lRn) (by the Shauder estimates). A similar result holds 
when dim(H) = + co; here the role of C?(H) is played by the space 
and we have the following result: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let c( E 10, f[, 4 E A,, A> 0. Then the equation 
A$-dl+G=$d (2.18) 
has a unique solution, I+G = (A- -QI)-‘& and DiDj$ E A, for any i, je N. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of a solution of (2.18) follows 
from the Hille-Yosida theorem. Let us now check that D,Djll/EA,. We 
only prove that D, D2+ E DA,(cl, co); the other cases being similar. 
For this we have to show that 115’ ~’ D, D,A I &Al+11 O is bounded in 5; 
we have, in fact, 
-ArS1,2(t) D,A,e (5 + ~OAID~~~ZIA~$ dt. 
By Lemma 1.1 it follows that 
IIt’-” D,D2A,e5A~~llo< c nst r1-aja (t+A,t)-3/2 
0 
which implies D, D2$ E D,,(a, co) as required. 1 
3. GENERALIZED LAPLACIAN WITH FIRST-ORDER TERMS 
We shall consider here the problem: 
4, = 1 W&L) - Px, A> 
Qw, x) = do(x), 
(3.1) 
where B is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi-group 
of contractions eye on H. The following results can be easily generalized if 
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letBl <em’, t 2 0, with o E R. Equation (3.1) is the forward Kolmogorof 
equation relative to the following differential stochastic equation: 
dt = B< dt + dW,. (3.2) 
We shall write Eq. (3.1) in the form 
d,=d4+% 4(O) = do> (3.3) 
where the operator ~2 is as defined in Section 2 and LZ?I is the following 
linear operator in C,(H): 
D(99) = 
i 
fj E C,(H); 3 hlirn+ t (4(ehB*) - b(s)) in C,(H) 
i 
~)=h~~+~(~(eha.)-d(.)) 
(3.4) 
vqi E D(za). 
As is easily checked, LED if and only if there exists the limit 
)y+ ; (4(x + hBx) - 4(x)) gf (Bx, 4x(x) > (3.5) 
for XED(B) uniformly in x; this implies that for 4 ED(@) the mapping 
x -+ (Bx, 4zc(x)) admits an extension in C,(H). 
LEMMA 3.1. The resolvent set of &I contains 10, + 00 [ and we have 
Moreover, 
ProoJ: Set 
((A - @)-‘b)(x) = s6p e-“#(e”jx) dt. 
11(~-~8)-‘IIo~ l/A Vl>O. 
(F(A) 4)(x) = Iom e-“‘&efBx) dt; x E H, 4 E C,(H); 
then F(Iz) 4 E C,(H). We have to show that 
@-@)fv)4=4 v4 E C,(H) 
mw-@)4=4 v4 E D(9). 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
x E H, 4 E C,(H); 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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Now (3.8) follows from the identity 
$ (W) #)(e”“x) + F(l) 4)(x) 
= 5 (eah - 1) 6 ePi.‘b(efBx) dt - 11 e-n’q5(e’Bx) dt, 
whereas (3.9) is a consequence of fact that if $E D(g) then 
F(~)(A-Liqq5=(I-G?)F(A)fj. 1 
Remark 3.2. If B is unbounded ~8, it is not the inlkitesimal generator of 
a strongly continuous semi-group in C,(H), since in this case D(B) is not 
dense in C,(H). The closure D(a) of D(B) in C,(H) is, in fact, given by 
and, if B is unbounded, D(a) # C,(H). Instead, if B is bounded, then g 
generates the strongly continuous semi-group 
(f?%j)(x) = f$(e’“x); dE Cb(fo I (3.11) 
We will show now that &’ + g, with domain D(d) n D(W) is closable - ____ 
and that the resolvent set of its closure d + ~8, p(d + 6@), contains 
10, + oc, [. By a result of [4] it is sufficient o find another Banach space Z 
continuously imbedded in D(J$‘~) such that the parts of d and 9 in Z 
(which we denote by dz, L&) verify the estimates 
(3.12) 
THEOREM 3.3. Let d be the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group 
T(t) defined by Theorem 2.1 and let g be defined by (3.4). Then d + ?# is 
closable and p(& + ~83) contains 10, + co [. Moreover, 
Il(n-d+wllo<f VA>0 (3.13) 
(A-&++))‘d= lim (A-&~-%!?-‘f& 4 E cidm (3.14) 
n-r’x 
where &n = n*(n - &)-’ -n. 
Proof. Set Z = C:(H), then Z c D(&*) and we have the estimate 
Il(~-4)-‘ll,~ l/A A > 0. (3.15) 
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Moreover, by (3.6) it follows that Z is stable for (2 - 9)) ‘, since 
p(A-g)-ld(x)= 
d4X s 
m e--1t~(4)(erBX)(etB., elB., erlJ., erB.) &. 
0 
Recalling that le’Bj < 1, we get 
Il(n-~z)-‘II,G l/k 
Now the conclusions follow by [4]. [ 
A > 0. (3.16) 
Remark 3.4. As in Section 2 we can define the strong and strict solution 
of the initial value problem: 
4At, xl = 4 Tr(~~,,(~, xl) + <Bx, i,(t, xl> + At, x) 
4(Q x)=40(x) 
(3.17) 
and, if 4. E D(& + GE?‘) = D(B) and g E C( [0, T] ; D(a)), we can conclude 
that (3.17) admits a unique strong solution given by 
44 * ) = e ‘(2q$o+J;e - (r--sw+l)g(s, .) dr;. (3.18) 
If we only assume that g E C( [0, T] ; C,(H)) we can still prove that there 
exists a unique strong solution by a result of [S]. 
Remark 3.5. By using a stochastic approach it can be shown [l] that 
(e ‘(-)4)(x) = E4 ( etBx + I’ e(‘- ‘jB dW,>. 
0 
Remark that, if B is unbounded, the semi-group er(& +8) is not strongly 
continuous. 
We are now going to study regularity properties of (A- & + 9) ~ ‘4; in 
particular, we want to estimate IlS((n - & + &Y)-‘d),jI. To this purpose we 
shall assume that B has the special form 
Bei = - piei, p;>o. (3.20) 
We shall denote by 4, &“, 5’&, ~8’ the linear operators 
(&4)(X) = $M,,(x)(ei, ei); di~=d~-~~ (3.21) 
(gid)(x)= -PiCx7 ei>(d’(X), e,); .Gqil = L&Ii - c!ai$4. (3.22) 
The following lemma is proved as Theorem 3.3. 
505/68/2-l I 
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LEMMA 3.6. di + 93’ is closable, p(m) I 10, + 00 [ and 
(n-d++)-‘=(n-d’+~+9$)-‘. (3.23) 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 and, in 
addition, that B has the special form (3.20). Then there exists a constant 
C2 > 0 (independent of i) such that 
llDi(l-d+~)~‘Il~dcJ~~ iEN. (3.24) 
ProoJ For simplicity we take i= 1 and proceed in two steps: 
Step 1. We have 
Il~*(~-sQ,+~~)-‘6110~c*/~. (3.25) 
For this we set 
$( t, x) = e’(&* +-@@)(x) 
v(t, xl = (e’“‘4)b); 
then, as is easily seen, we have 
It follows that 
from which, invoking (1.4), we get 
II(D,e “““““4NX)lIO< c,/& 
which implies (3.24) by Laplace transform. 
Step 2 (conclusion). Let 4 E C,(H); by Theorem 3.3 we have 
(A-&++)-‘$= lim (n--~&-B)-‘4 
n-02 
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Since &, + 99, generates an analytic semi-group, we can write 
(A-&+9P+d~+~,)-‘~ 
where y is a suitable path joining - ice to -ico. It follows that 
D,(Ld;+B1+d*++J1~ 
‘~1,(5-~:-~l)-‘o,(~-~-~+~~)-ld~ 
from which 
IIDI(A-d:,+W1+~+W,)-‘~llo~c2/~. (3.26) 
By (3.26) there exists a sequence n/ctm such that 
(D,(rz-JQ~,+~‘+~~+wl)-I~} . is weakly convergent in C,(H). Since 
d + ~8 is closed, it follows as k + CO, 
(n-~~,+a’+~~++~)~‘~~(1-d+~)-‘~ in C,W), 
D,($ - .&A, + W’ +&i + L$Y~)-I# -PD,(J - d + ?i#-‘d weakly in C,(H). 
Thus by (3.27) the required estimate (3.24) follows. 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.7; then we have 
IKW - d + ~)F’&llo 6 G TW)/$ v1>0. (3.27) 
4. A GENERALIZATION 
We shall consider here the problem 
(4.1) 
where S and B are as before and FE Ci(H; H). (The set of all the mappings 
R H+ H which are four times Frechet differentiable, with all the 
derivatives less than or equal to 4, bounded.) Equation (4.1) is the forward 
Kolmogorof equation relative to the nonlinear differential stochastic 
equation 
d5 = (Bt + F(5)) dt + dW,. (4.2) 
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We shall denote by q(t, X) the mild solution to the problem 
?t=B?+6?), 1(O) =x (4.3) 
(that exists by standard arguments) and define a linear operator %’ in 
C,(H) by 
WQ= mEC,(H);3~mo~(m(rl(h,.))-~(.))} 
i 
4 = p+ ; (4(rl(k . ) - 4. )I 
The following lemma is proved as Lemma 3.1. 
(4.4) 
LEMMA 4.1. The resolvent set of %? contains 10, + 00 [ and we have 
Moreover, 
((A-U)-‘qS)(~)=?;~~e~“‘~(q(t,x))dt. (4.5) 
Il(~-~)rlIlod 1/n v1>0. (4.6) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let d be the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group 
T(t) defined by Theorem 2.1 and let %’ be defined by (4.4). Then d + 5f? is 
closable and p(zZ + S’) contains 10, + 00 [. Moreover, 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. We consider the 
space Z= C:(H), then Zc II and the estimate (3.15) holds. We will 
now prove that Z is stable for (A-G??-’ and there exists A, > 0 such that 
ll(~-~s)-‘II4~ w-&) if A>&. (4.8) 
Then the conclusion will follow again by [4]. 
We first prove that there exists 1, > 0 such that 
IIWW’III G W-4) if A>A,. (4.9) 
Let 4 E C;(H); set 4” = (A - %)-‘d; then by (4.5) it follows that 
4:. =jm e -A’d,(rl(t, x))> rl,(t, x). > dt. 
0 
(4.10) 
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Now by (4.3) we see that qX satisfies the equation 
dl=mx+m)?x; 1x(O)= 1 (4.11) 
(this can be justified by using the Yosida approximations 
B,=n2(n-B)-l-n). 
From (4.11) it follows that 
Ilv,(t, %~~rCF”, t > 0, (4.12) 
where 
C~l~=Sup{lF~x~l;x~~}. (4.13) 
Invoking (4.10) we obtain (4.9) with I, = [Fll. 
Now we can estimate Il(A - V))‘lli for i= 2, 3,4 by repeating the 
previous argument. To do this, we have to estimate Il~‘i’( t, . )I/ 0 for 
i = 2, 3,4, and this can be done by differentiating (4.11) several times. We 
do not write herethe details of this proof which is straightforward. Thus the 
proof is complete. 1 
Remark 4.2. Concerning the existence of a solution to the problem 
ti,(t, x) = 4 Tr(Sd,,(t, xl) + <Bx + f’(x), #,(t, xl> + g(t, x) 
w> xl = Mxh 
(4.14) 
we can repeat the conclusions of Remark 3.4. 
5. AN EXAMPLE OF AN APPLICATION 
TO HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATIONS 
We shall be concerned here with the nonlinear equation 
4, = f WS4,J + <Bx+ F(x), 4,) - f<fV~~, 4 ) + g(x) 
w9 xl = hdx), 
(5.1) 
where S, B, F are as before, do E C,(H), and g E Cb(H; H). 
Remark 5.1. If b(t, x) is the solution of Eq. (5.1) then $(t, x) = 
#(T- t, x) is the value function of the following optimal control problem 
(see, for instance, [7]). Minimize 
(5.2) 
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over all stochastic processes u which are square integrable and adapted to 
W,, subject to the state equation 
dy = (By + F(y) + u) dt + dW,. (5.3) 
Here W, is a H-valued Brownian motion such that Cov( W,) = S. 
We shall transform Eq. (5.1) to a linear equation (similar to Eq. (4.14)) 
by using the logarithmic transform (see [6]). 
Set #(t, x) = - log p( t, x), K > 0; then we have 
and Eq. (5.1) transforms into 
pr = f Tr(%J + Bx + I;(x), A> - m 
~(0, x) = e-4o(xJ. 
(5.4) 
Now Eq. (5.4) can be solved with the methods of Section 4 (with respect o 
Eq. (4.1) we have the additional term - gp which represents a bounded 
perturbation and can be handled by standard perturbation methods). 
It is also easy to see that p(t, x) >O because (A-&)-’ and (A--%)-‘# 
are positive if $ is positive. Thus we will get a solution (strict or strong 
following the regularity of & and g) of Eq. (5.1) by setting 
46 x) = -log p(t, x). 
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